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[Draft] IFRS X Regulatory Assets and Regulatory Liabilities is set out in paragraphs 1–85 and
appendices A–D. All the paragraphs have equal authority. Paragraphs in bold type state
the main principles. Terms defined in Appendix A are in italics the first time that they
appear in the [draft] Standard. Definitions of other terms are given in the Glossary for
IFRS Standards. The [draft] Standard should be read in the context of its objective and
the Basis for Conclusions, the Preface to IFRS Standards and the Conceptual Framework for
Financial Reporting. IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors
provides a basis for selecting and applying accounting policies in the absence of explicit
guidance.
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Introduction
Why is the Board publishing this Exposure Draft?
Rate regulation can significantly affect the amount and timing of an entity’s revenue,
profit and cash flows by specifying:
(a)

how much compensation an entity is entitled to charge customers (‘total allowed
compensation’) for goods or services supplied in a period; and

(b)

when the entity can include that compensation in the regulated rates charged.

In some cases, a difference in timing arises when the regulatory agreement
implementing rate regulation specifies that part of the total allowed compensation for
goods or services supplied in a period is included in determining the regulated rates for
goods or services supplied in a different period (past or future).
Financial statements prepared applying IFRS Standards already provide users of financial
statements with useful information about an entity’s revenue from supplying goods or
services, the cost of those goods or services, and other expenses incurred in a period. That
information, however, does not give users an understanding of how those differences in
timing affect the relationship between an entity’s revenue and expenses.

A summary of the proposals in this Exposure Draft
The International Accounting Standards Board (Board) is proposing an accounting model
to supplement the information that an entity already provides by applying IFRS
Standards. The proposed model is based on the principle that an entity should reflect the
total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied in a period as part of its
reported financial performance for that period. To implement that principle, an entity
would recognise in its statement of financial position:
(a)

regulatory assets—enforceable present rights to add an amount in determining
future regulated rates because part of the total allowed compensation for goods or
services already supplied will be included in revenue in the future; and

(b)

regulatory liabilities—enforceable present obligations to deduct an amount in
determining future regulated rates because the revenue already recognised
includes an amount that will provide part of the total allowed compensation for
goods or services to be supplied in the future.

As a result, an entity would recognise in its statement(s) of financial performance:
(a)

regulatory income to depict a part of the total allowed compensation for goods or
services supplied in the current period that was included in revenue in past
periods, or will be included in revenue in future periods; and

(b)

regulatory expense to depict an amount included in revenue in the current period
that provides part of the total allowed compensation for goods or services that
were supplied in past periods, or will be supplied in future periods.

An entity would measure regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities on a modified
historical cost basis reflecting updated estimates of future cash flows that will arise from
those assets and liabilities.

© IFRS Foundation
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The information produced by implementing the Board’s proposals, together with the
information required by other IFRS Standards, would enable users of financial statements
to understand:
(a)

the relationship between an entity’s revenue and expenses as completely as would
have been possible if the total allowed compensation for the goods or services
supplied had been fully reflected in revenue in the period in which the entity
supplied those goods or services. That understanding will provide insights into the
entity’s prospects for future cash flows.

(b)

the entity’s regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities. That understanding will
provide insights into how regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities will affect
the amount, timing and uncertainty of the entity’s future cash flows.

If finalised as a new IFRS Standard, the Board’s proposals would replace IFRS 14 Regulatory
Deferral Accounts, an interim Standard that permits a variety of accounting approaches for
the effects of rate regulation to continue temporarily.

Who would be affected by the proposals?
The Board’s proposals would, if implemented, affect entities subject to a regulatory
agreement that is capable of creating regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities. For
users of financial statements, the Board expects that application of the proposals would
result in financial statements providing a clearer and more complete picture of the
relationship between the revenue and expenses of those entities. Paragraphs
BC214–BC251 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the likely effects of the Board’s
proposals.

Next step
The Board will consider comment letters and other feedback from its consultations on
the Exposure Draft and will then decide whether to issue an IFRS Standard to replace
IFRS 14 and whether to make any changes from the proposals in finalising such a
Standard.

Invitation to comment
The Board invites comments on the proposals in the Exposure Draft, particularly on the
questions set out below. Respondents need not comment on all the questions. Comments
are most helpful if they:
(a)

address the questions as stated;

(b)

indicate the specific paragraph(s) to which they relate;

(c)

contain a clear rationale;

(d)

identify any wording in the proposals that is difficult to translate; and

(e)

include any alternative the Board should consider, if applicable.

6
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Questions for respondents
Question 1—Objective and scope
Paragraph 1 of the Exposure Draft sets out the proposed objective: an entity should
provide relevant information that faithfully represents how regulatory income and
regulatory expense affect the entity’s financial performance, and how regulatory assets
and regulatory liabilities affect its financial position.
Paragraph 3 of the Exposure Draft proposes that an entity apply the [draft] Standard to
all its regulatory assets and all its regulatory liabilities. Regulatory assets and regulatory
liabilities are created by a regulatory agreement that determines the regulated rate in
such a way that part of the total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied in
one period is charged to customers through the regulated rates for goods or services
supplied in a different period (past or future).1 The [draft] Standard would not apply to
any other rights or obligations created by the regulatory agreement—an entity would
continue to apply other IFRS Standards in accounting for the effects of those other
rights or obligations.
Paragraphs BC78–BC86 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning behind the
Board’s proposals. They also explain why the Exposure Draft does not restrict the scope
of the proposed requirements to apply only to regulatory agreements with a particular
legal form or only to those enforced by a regulator with particular attributes.
(a)

Do you agree with the objective of the Exposure Draft? Why or why not?

(b)

Do you agree with the proposed scope of the Exposure Draft? Why or why not?
If not, what scope do you suggest and why?

(c)

Do you agree that the proposals in the Exposure Draft are clear enough to
enable an entity to determine whether a regulatory agreement gives rise to
regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities? If not, what additional requirements
do you recommend and why?

(d)

Do you agree that the requirements proposed in the Exposure Draft should
apply to all regulatory agreements and not only to those that have a particular
legal form or those enforced by a regulator with particular attributes? Why or
why not? If not, how and why should the Board specify what form a regulatory
agreement should have, and how and why should it define a regulator?

(e)

Have you identified any situations in which the proposed requirements would
affect activities that you do not view as subject to rate regulation? If so, please
describe the situations, state whether you have any concerns about those effects
and explain what your concerns are.

(f)

Do you agree that an entity should not recognise any assets or liabilities created
by a regulatory agreement other than regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities
and other assets and liabilities, if any, that are already required or permitted to
be recognised by IFRS Standards?

1

A regulatory agreement is defined in the Exposure Draft as a set of enforceable rights and
obligations that determine a regulated rate to be applied in contracts with customers.

© IFRS Foundation
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Question 2—Regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities
The Exposure Draft defines a regulatory asset as an enforceable present right, created
by a regulatory agreement, to add an amount in determining a regulated rate to be
charged to customers in future periods because part of the total allowed compensation
for goods or services already supplied will be included in revenue in the future.
The Exposure Draft defines a regulatory liability as an enforceable present obligation,
created by a regulatory agreement, to deduct an amount in determining a regulated
rate to be charged to customers in future periods because the revenue already
recognised includes an amount that will provide part of the total allowed compensation
for goods or services to be supplied in the future.
Paragraphs BC36–BC62 of the Basis for Conclusions discuss what regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities are and why the Board proposes that an entity account for them
separately.
(a)

Do you agree with the proposed definitions? Why or why not? If not, what
changes do you suggest and why?

(b)

The proposed definitions refer to total allowed compensation for goods or
services. Total allowed compensation would include the recovery of allowable
expenses and a profit component (paragraphs BC87–BC113 of the Basis for
Conclusions). This concept differs from the concepts underlying some current
accounting approaches for the effects of rate regulation, which focus on cost
deferral and may not involve a profit component (paragraphs BC224 and
BC233–BC244 of the Basis for Conclusions). Do you agree with the focus on total
allowed compensation, including both the recovery of allowable expenses and a
profit component? Why or why not?

(c)

Do you agree that regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities meet the
definitions of assets and liabilities within the Conceptual Framework for Financial
Reporting (paragraphs BC37–BC47)? Why or why not?

(d)

Do you agree that an entity should account for regulatory assets and regulatory
liabilities separately from the rest of the regulatory agreement (paragraphs
BC58–BC62)? Why or why not?

(e)

Have you identified any situations in which the proposed definitions would
result in regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities being recognised when their
recognition would provide information that is not useful to users of financial
statements?

8
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Question 3—Total allowed compensation
Paragraphs B3–B27 of the Exposure Draft set out how an entity would determine
whether components of total allowed compensation included in determining the
regulated rates charged to customers in a period, and hence included in the revenue
recognised in the period, relate to goods or services supplied in the same period, or to
goods or services supplied in a different period. Paragraphs BC87–BC113 of the Basis for
Conclusions explain the reasoning behind the Board’s proposals.
(a)

Do you agree with the proposed guidance on how an entity would determine
total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied in a period if a
regulatory agreement provides:
(i)

regulatory returns calculated by applying a return rate to a base, such as
a regulatory capital base (paragraphs B13–B14 and BC92–BC95)?

(ii)

regulatory returns on a balance relating to assets not yet available for
use (paragraphs B15 and BC96–BC100)?

(iii)

performance incentives (paragraphs B16–B20 and BC101–BC110)?

(b)

Do you agree with how the proposed guidance in paragraphs B3–B27 would
treat all components of total allowed compensation not listed in question 3(a)?
Why or why not? If not, what approach do you recommend and why?

(c)

Should the Board provide any further guidance on how to apply the concept of
total allowed compensation? If so, what guidance is needed and why?

Question 4—Recognition
Paragraphs 25–28 of the Exposure Draft propose that:
•

an entity recognise all its regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities; and

•

if it is uncertain whether a regulatory asset or regulatory liability exists, an entity
should recognise that regulatory asset or regulatory liability if it is more likely than
not that it exists. It could be certain that a regulatory asset or regulatory liability
exists even if it is uncertain whether that asset or liability will ultimately generate
any inflows or outflows of cash. Uncertainty of outcome would be addressed in
measurement (Question 5).

Paragraphs BC122–BC129 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning behind
the Board’s proposals.
(a)

Do you agree that an entity should recognise all its regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities? Why or why not?

(b)

Do you agree that a ‘more likely than not’ recognition threshold should apply
when it is uncertain whether a regulatory asset or regulatory liability exists?
Why or why not? If not, what recognition threshold do you suggest and why?

© IFRS Foundation
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Question 5—Measurement
Paragraph 29 of the Exposure Draft specifies the measurement basis. Paragraphs 29–45
of the Exposure Draft propose that an entity measure regulatory assets and regulatory
liabilities at historical cost, modified by using updated estimates of future cash flows.
An entity would implement that measurement basis by applying a cash-flow-based
measurement technique. That technique would involve estimating future cash flows—
including future cash flows arising from regulatory interest—and updating those
estimates at the end of each reporting period to reflect conditions existing at that date.
The future cash flows would be discounted (in most cases at the regulatory interest rate
—see Question 6). Paragraphs BC130–BC158 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the
reasoning behind the Board’s proposals.
(a)

Do you agree with the proposed measurement basis? Why or why not? If not,
what basis do you suggest and why?

(b)

Do you agree with the proposed cash-flow-based measurement technique? Why
or why not? If not, what technique do you suggest and why?

If cash flows arising from a regulatory asset or regulatory liability are uncertain, the
Exposure Draft proposes that an entity estimate those cash flows applying whichever of
two methods—the ‘most likely amount’ method or ‘expected value’ method—better
predicts the cash flows. The entity should apply the chosen method consistently from
initial recognition to recovery or fulfilment. Paragraphs BC136–BC139 of the Basis for
Conclusions describe the reasoning behind the Board’s proposal.
(c)

10

Do you agree with this proposal? Why or why not? If not, what approach do you
suggest and why?
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Question 6—Discount rate
Paragraphs 46–49 of the Exposure Draft propose that an entity discount the estimated
future cash flows used in measuring regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities. Except
in specified circumstances, the discount rate would be the regulatory interest rate that
the regulatory agreement provides. Paragraphs BC159–BC166 of the Basis for
Conclusions describe the reasoning behind the Board’s proposals.
(a)

Do you agree with these proposals? Why or why not? If not, what approach do
you suggest and why?

Paragraphs 50–53 of the Exposure Draft set out proposed requirements for an entity to
estimate the minimum interest rate and to use this rate to discount the estimated
future cash flows if the regulatory interest rate provided for a regulatory asset is
insufficient to compensate the entity. The Board is proposing no similar requirement
for regulatory liabilities. For a regulatory liability, an entity would use the regulatory
interest rate as the discount rate in all circumstances. Paragraphs BC167–BC170 of the
Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning behind the Board’s proposals.
(b)

Do you agree with these proposed requirements for cases when the regulatory
interest rate provided for a regulatory asset is insufficient? Why or why not?

(c)

Have you identified any other situations in which it would be appropriate to use
a discount rate that is not the regulatory interest rate? If so, please describe the
situations, state what discount rate you recommend and explain why it would
be a more appropriate discount rate than the regulatory interest rate.

Paragraph 54 of the Exposure Draft addresses cases when a regulatory agreement
provides regulatory interest unevenly by applying a series of different regulatory
interest rates in successive periods. It proposes that an entity should translate those
rates into a single discount rate for use throughout the life of the regulatory asset or
regulatory liability.
(d)

Do you agree with the proposal? Why or why not? If not, what do you
recommend and why?

© IFRS Foundation
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Question 7—Items affecting regulated rates only when related cash is paid or
received
In some cases, a regulatory agreement includes an item of expense or income in
determining the regulated rates in the period only when an entity pays or receives the
related cash, or soon after that, instead of when the entity recognises that item as
expense or income in its financial statements. Paragraphs 59–66 of the Exposure Draft
propose that in such cases, an entity would measure any resulting regulatory asset or
regulatory liability using the measurement basis that the entity would use in
measuring the related liability or related asset by applying IFRS Standards. An entity
would adjust that measurement to reflect any uncertainty that is present in the
regulatory asset or regulatory liability but not present in the related liability or related
asset. Paragraphs BC174–BC177 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning
behind the Board’s proposals.
(a)

Do you agree with the measurement proposals when items of expense or income
affect regulated rates only when related cash is paid or received? Why or why
not? If not, what approach do you suggest for such items and why?

When these measurement proposals apply and result in regulatory income or
regulatory expense arising from remeasuring the related liability or related asset
through other comprehensive income, paragraph 69 of the Exposure Draft proposes
that an entity would also present the resulting regulatory income or regulatory expense
in other comprehensive income. Paragraphs BC183–BC186 of the Basis for Conclusions
describe the reasoning behind the Board’s proposal.
(b)

Do you agree with the proposal to present regulatory income or regulatory
expense in other comprehensive income in this case? Why or why not? If not,
what approach do you suggest and why?

Question 8—Presentation in the statement(s) of financial performance
Paragraph 67 of the Exposure Draft proposes that an entity present all regulatory
income minus all regulatory expense as a separate line item immediately below
revenue. Paragraph 68 proposes that regulatory income includes regulatory interest
income and regulatory expense includes regulatory interest expense. Paragraphs
BC178–BC182 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning behind the Board’s
proposals.
(a)

Do you agree that an entity should present all regulatory income minus all
regulatory expense as a separate line item immediately below revenue (except in
the case described in Question 7(b))? Why or why not? If not, what approach do
you suggest and why?

(b)

Do you agree with the proposed inclusion of regulatory interest income and
regulatory interest expense within the line item immediately below revenue?
Why or why not? If not, what approach do you suggest and why?

12
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Question 9—Disclosure
Paragraph 72 of the Exposure Draft describes the proposed overall objective of the
disclosure requirements. That objective focuses on information about an entity’s
regulatory income, regulatory expense, regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities, for
reasons explained in paragraphs BC187–BC202 of the Basis for Conclusions. The Board
does not propose a broader objective of providing users of financial statements with
information about the nature of the regulatory agreement, the risks associated with it
and its effects on the entity’s financial performance, financial position or cash flows.
(a)

Do you agree that the overall disclosure objective should focus on information
about an entity’s regulatory income, regulatory expense, regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities? Why or why not? If not, what focus do you suggest and
why?

(b)

Do you have any other comments on the proposed overall disclosure objective?

Paragraphs 77–83 of the Exposure Draft set out the Board’s proposals for specific
disclosure objectives and disclosure requirements.
(c)

Do you have any comments on these proposals? Should any other disclosures be
required? If so, how would requiring those other disclosures help an entity
better meet the proposed disclosure objectives?

(d)

Are the proposed overall and specific disclosure objectives and disclosure
requirements worded in a way that would make it possible for preparers,
auditors, regulators and enforcement bodies to assess whether information
disclosed is sufficient to meet those objectives?

Question 10—Effective date and transition
Appendix C to the Exposure Draft describes the proposed transition requirements.
Paragraphs BC203–BC213 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning behind
the Board’s proposals.
(a)

Do you agree with these proposals?

(b)

Do you have any comments you wish the Board to consider when it sets the
effective date for the Standard?

© IFRS Foundation
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Question 11—Other IFRS Standards
Paragraphs B41–B47 of the Exposure Draft propose guidance on how the proposed
requirements would interact with the requirements of other IFRS Standards.
Appendix D to the Exposure Draft proposes amendments to other IFRS Standards.
Paragraphs BC252–BC266 of the Basis for Conclusions describe the reasoning behind
the Board’s proposals.
(a)

Do you have any comments on these proposals? Should the Board provide any
further guidance on how the requirements proposed in the Exposure Draft
would interact with any other IFRS Standards? If yes, what is needed and why?

(b)

Do you have any comments on the proposed amendments to other IFRS
Standards?

Question 12—Likely effects of the proposals
Paragraphs BC214–BC251 of the Basis for Conclusions set out the Board’s analysis of the
likely effects of implementing the Board’s proposals.
(a)

Paragraphs BC222–BC244 provide the Board’s analysis of the likely effects of
implementing the proposals on information reported in the financial statements
and on the quality of financial reporting. Do you agree with this analysis? Why
or why not? If not, with which aspects of the analysis do you disagree and why?

(b)

Paragraphs BC245–BC250 provide the Board’s analysis of the likely costs of
implementing the proposals. Do you agree with this analysis? Why or why not?
If not, with which aspects of the analysis do you disagree and why?

(c)

Do you have any other comments on how the Board should assess whether the
likely benefits of implementing the proposals outweigh the likely costs of
implementing them or on any other factors the Board should consider in
analysing the likely effects?

Question 13—Other comments
Do you have any other comments on the proposals in the Exposure Draft or on the
Illustrative Examples accompanying the Exposure Draft?

14
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Deadline
The Board will consider all written comments received by 30 June 2021.

How to comment
Please submit your comments electronically:
Online

https://www.ifrs.org/projects/open-for-comment/

By email

commentletters@ifrs.org

Your comments will be on the public record and posted on our website unless you
request confidentiality and we grant your request. We do not normally grant such
requests unless they are supported by a good reason, for example, commercial
confidence. Please see our website for details on this policy and on how we use your
personal data.

© IFRS Foundation
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[Draft] International Financial Reporting Standard X
Regulatory Assets and Regulatory Liabilities
Objective
1

This [draft] Standard sets out the principles for the recognition, measurement,
presentation and disclosure of regulatory assets, regulatory liabilities, regulatory
income and regulatory expense. The objective of those principles is for an
entity to provide relevant information that faithfully represents how
regulatory income and regulatory expense affect the entity’s financial
performance, and how regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities affect its
financial position.

2

This information, together with information required by other IFRS
Standards, enables users of financial statements to understand:
(a)

the relationship between an entity’s revenue and expenses as
completely as would have been possible if the total allowed compensation
for the goods or services supplied had been fully reflected in revenue
in the period in which the entity supplied those goods or services. That
understanding will provide insights into the entity’s prospects for
future cash flows.

(b)

the entity’s regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities. That
understanding will provide insights into how regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities will affect the amount, timing and uncertainty of
the entity’s future cash flows.

Scope
3

An entity shall apply this [draft] Standard to all its regulatory assets and all
its regulatory liabilities.

4

A regulatory asset is an enforceable present right, created by a regulatory
agreement, to add an amount in determining a regulated rate to be charged to
customers in future periods because part of the total allowed compensation
for goods or services already supplied will be included in revenue in the
future.

5

A regulatory liability is an enforceable present obligation, created by a
regulatory agreement, to deduct an amount in determining a regulated rate to
be charged to customers in future periods because the revenue already
recognised includes an amount that will provide part of the total allowed
compensation for goods or services to be supplied in the future.

6

By definition a regulatory asset or a regulatory liability can exist only if:

16

(a)

an entity is party to a regulatory agreement (see paragraphs 7–9);

(b)

the regulatory agreement determines the regulated rate the entity
charges for the goods or services it supplies to customers (see
paragraphs 10–12); and

© IFRS Foundation
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(c)

part of the total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied
in one period is charged to customers through the regulated rates for
goods or services supplied in a different period (past or future) (see
paragraphs 13–17).

Regulatory agreement
7

A regulatory agreement is a set of enforceable rights and obligations that
determine a regulated rate to be applied in contracts with customers.

8

The practices for establishing regulatory agreements vary between
jurisdictions and between industries. For example, a regulatory agreement
may take the form of:

9

(a)

a contractual licensing agreement between an entity and a regulator;

(b)

a service concession arrangement; or

(c)

a set of rights and obligations specified by statute, legislation or
regulations.

Whether rights and obligations in a regulatory agreement are enforceable is a
matter of law. Regulatory decisions or court rulings may provide evidence
about the enforceability of those rights and obligations.

Regulated rates, total allowed compensation and revenue
10

A regulated rate is a price for goods or services, determined by a regulatory
agreement, that an entity charges its customers in the period when it supplies
those goods or services.

11

Total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied is the full amount
of compensation for those goods or services that a regulatory agreement
entitles an entity to charge customers through the regulated rates, in either
the period when the entity supplies those goods or services or a different
period.

12

The amount of revenue an entity recognises in a period applying IFRS 15
Revenue from Contracts with Customers depends on the regulated rates for goods
or services the entity supplies in the period. That amount of revenue differs
from the total allowed compensation for the goods or services supplied in that
period if:
(a)

differences in timing arise because the regulatory agreement includes
part of that total allowed compensation in determining the regulated
rates for goods or services supplied in a different period (past or future)
(paragraphs 13–17); or

(b)

the entity supplies goods or services in one period but, by applying
IFRS 15, recognises part or all of the resulting revenue in a future
period (paragraphs 18–19).

© IFRS Foundation
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Differences in timing
13

To illustrate a difference in timing discussed in paragraph 12(a), assume that
an entity’s regulated rate for goods or services supplied in 20X1 was based on
estimated input costs of CU100, but by the end of that year the entity
recognised actual input costs in that year of CU120.2 Assume also that the
regulatory agreement gives the entity the right to add the resulting underrecovery of CU20 of those input costs in determining the regulated rate for
goods or services to be supplied in 20X2; and that all amounts included in
determining the regulated rates for goods or services supplied in a period are
included in revenue in that same period.

14

Thus, the entity’s revenue for 20X1 includes compensation of CU100 for the
estimated input costs whereas the total allowed compensation for the goods or
services supplied in 20X1 includes compensation of CU120 for the actual input
costs. Compensation for the under-recovery of input costs of CU20 in 20X1
will be charged to customers through the regulated rates for goods or services
to be supplied in 20X2, and hence will be included in revenue in 20X2. That
compensation of CU20 is part of the total allowed compensation for the goods
or services supplied in 20X1, not for those supplied in 20X2.3, 4

15

16

Consequently, in the circumstances discussed in paragraph 12(a) and
illustrated in paragraphs 13–14, the amount of revenue recognised in a period
by applying IFRS 15:
(a)

does not include all of the total allowed compensation for the goods or
services supplied in that period, because part of that total allowed
compensation was already included in revenue in the past, or will be
included in revenue in the future; or

(b)

includes amounts that provide part of the total allowed compensation
for goods or services supplied in a different period (past or future).

Applying IFRS 15 does not result in an entity providing information about the
amounts described in paragraph 15(a)–(b). To supplement the information an
entity provides by applying IFRS 15, this [draft] Standard adopts the principle
that an entity shall reflect the total allowed compensation for goods or
services supplied as part of its reported financial performance for the period
in which those goods or services are supplied. To apply that principle, an
entity shall recognise:
(a)

regulatory income to depict a part of the total allowed compensation
for goods or services supplied in the current period that was included
in revenue in past periods, or will be included in revenue in future
periods;

2

Monetary amounts are denominated in ‘currency units’ (CU).

3

Depending on the requirements of the regulatory agreement, the total allowed compensation for
goods or services might also include other components, such as target profit, as discussed in
paragraphs B10–B20.
For simplicity, this example ignores regulatory interest.

4

18
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(b)

regulatory expense to depict an amount included in revenue in the
current period that provides part of the total allowed compensation for
goods or services that were supplied in past periods, or will be supplied
in future periods;

(c)

a regulatory asset to depict the entity’s enforceable present right to
add an amount in determining the regulated rate to be charged to
customers in future periods because part of the total allowed
compensation for goods or services already supplied will be included in
revenue in the future; and

(d)

a regulatory liability to depict the entity’s enforceable present
obligation to deduct an amount in determining the regulated rate to be
charged to customers in future periods because the revenue already
recognised includes an amount that will provide part of the total
allowed compensation for goods or services to be supplied in the
future.

Paragraphs B3–B27 specify how an entity shall determine whether
components of total allowed compensation included in determining the
regulated rates charged to customers in a period, and hence included in the
revenue recognised in the period, relate to goods or services supplied in the
same period, or to goods or services supplied in a different period—and thus
whether those components affect profit or loss in the same period or a
different period.

Other differences relating to revenue recognition
18

19

In some instances, an entity supplies goods or services to a customer but is
required not to recognise part or all of the resulting revenue until a future
period. That happens when, for example:
(a)

the entity does not yet account for a contract within the scope of
IFRS 15 because the criteria in paragraph 9 of that Standard are not yet
met; or

(b)

estimates of variable consideration are constrained until related
uncertainty is resolved (paragraph 56 of IFRS 15).

In those instances, one or both of the following consequences might arise:
(a)

the total allowed compensation for goods or services already supplied
has been fully charged through the regulated rates for those goods or
services, but a part of that total allowed compensation will not be
reflected in revenue until a future period. In that case, because the
entity has no right to add that part in determining a future regulated
rate, the definition of a regulatory asset is not met.

(b)

an amount has been included in determining the regulated rates for
goods or services already supplied, but that amount is not included in
revenue already recognised. In that case, because that amount is not
included in revenue already recognised, the definition of a regulatory
liability is not met.
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Rights and obligations that are not regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities
20

This [draft] Standard specifies only how to account for regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities. An entity shall apply other IFRS Standards in accounting
for the effects of all other rights and obligations created by a regulatory
agreement.

21

A regulatory asset permits an entity to increase future regulated rates only
because of goods or services already supplied. A regulatory liability obliges an
entity to decrease future regulated rates only because of amounts already
included in revenue. A right to increase future regulated rates, or an
obligation to decrease them, for any other reason, is not a regulatory asset or a
regulatory liability.

22

An entity that is not subject to a regulatory agreement is typically able to
increase the prices of its goods or services at any time. That ability does not
create an asset similar to a regulatory asset, because that ability does not
create an enforceable present right to increase the prices with the aim of
recovering from current or future customers a fixed or determinable amount
as a result of goods or services already supplied.

23

Similarly, an entity that is not subject to a regulatory agreement may have an
economic incentive to decrease its prices. That economic incentive does not
create a liability similar to a regulatory liability, because that economic
incentive does not create an enforceable present obligation to decrease the
prices with the aim of deducting a fixed or determinable amount in
determining the prices that current or future customers will be charged in the
future as a result of an amount already included in revenue.

Unit of account
24

An entity shall account for the right or obligation arising from each individual
difference in timing described in paragraph 12(a) as a separate unit of account.
However, if rights, obligations, or rights and obligations arising from the same
regulatory agreement have similar expiry patterns and are subject to similar
risks, they may be treated as arising from the same individual difference in
timing.

Recognition
25

26

20

An entity shall recognise:
(a)

all regulatory assets and all regulatory liabilities existing at the end
of the reporting period; and

(b)

all regulatory income and all regulatory expense arising during the
reporting period.

Paragraph 78 lists the main components and causes of regulatory income and
regulatory expense.
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28

An entity determines whether a regulatory asset or regulatory liability exists
using judgement considering all relevant facts and circumstances, including
any:
(a)

confirmation from the regulator of amounts to be added or deducted
in determining future regulated rates;

(b)

explicit requirements or guidelines in the regulatory agreement;

(c)

regulatory decisions or court rulings interpreting the regulatory
agreement;

(d)

evidence that allowable expenses have been incurred;

(e)

evidence that performance criteria leading to a performance incentive
bonus or penalty have been met or have not been met;

(f)

direct precedents—the entity’s experience with the regulator’s
interpretation of the regulatory agreement in similar circumstances;

(g)

indirect precedents—such as the experience of other entities regulated
by the same regulator, the decisions of other regulators or court
rulings in similar circumstances;

(h)

preliminary views expressed by the regulator; or

(i)

advice from qualified and experienced legal or other advisors.

If it is uncertain whether a regulatory asset or a regulatory liability exists, an
entity shall recognise the regulatory asset or regulatory liability if it is more
likely than not that it exists.

Measurement
29

An entity shall measure regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities at
historical cost, modified for subsequent measurement by using updated
estimates of the amount and timing of future cash flows, except that an
entity shall apply the requirements in paragraph 61 to the regulatory assets
and regulatory liabilities described in paragraphs 59–60.

30

When applying paragraph 29, an entity shall use a cash-flow-based
measurement technique that:
(a)

includes an estimate of all future cash flows arising from a regulatory
asset or regulatory liability (see paragraphs 31–45); and

(b)

discounts those estimated future cash flows to their present value (see
paragraphs 46–54).

Estimating future cash flows
31

When applying paragraph 30(a), an entity shall include all estimated future
cash flows arising from a regulatory asset or regulatory liability, and only
those cash flows.
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32

In estimating the cash flows when applying paragraph 30(a), the entity shall
consider all reasonable and supportable information that is available without
undue cost or effort about past events and about conditions existing at the
end of the reporting period, as well as current expectations about future
conditions other than future changes in the regulatory agreement or in
legislation.

33

Cash flows arising from a regulatory asset or a regulatory liability are cash
flows that are within the boundary of a regulatory agreement and will arise
from charging customers a regulated rate in future periods that:

34

(a)

recovers the regulatory asset by including part of the total allowed
compensation for goods or services supplied in past periods; or

(b)

fulfils the regulatory liability by deducting amounts included in
revenue recognised in past periods.

Cash flows are within the boundary of a regulatory agreement only if:
(a)

those cash flows would result from an enforceable present right or an
enforceable present obligation that the entity has at the end of the
reporting period to add or deduct amounts in determining a future
regulated rate; and

(b)

that addition or deduction would occur on or before the latest future
date at which that right or obligation permits the addition or requires
the deduction.

35

Paragraphs B28–B40 provide guidance on determining the boundary of the
regulatory agreement.

36

Cash flows arising from a regulatory asset or regulatory liability include cash
flows from regulatory interest (paragraphs B21–B27). The cash flows from
regulatory interest result only from the time lag until recovery of the
regulatory asset or fulfilment of the regulatory liability. That time lag does
not affect the amount of any other cash flows arising from a regulatory asset
or regulatory liability, but does affect their timing and may affect their
uncertainty.

37

There may be uncertainty about the amount or timing of the future cash
flows that will arise from a regulatory asset or a regulatory liability. If those
future cash flows are uncertain, an entity shall assess whether the entity bears
that uncertainty or whether customers bear it. Customers bear the
uncertainty if the regulatory agreement will adjust future regulated rates so
that those rates reflect the outcome of the uncertainty, including regulatory
interest sufficient to compensate or charge the entity for any change in the
timing of the cash flows.

22
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39

For example, future cash flows arising from a regulatory asset may be subject
to credit risk—that is, the risk that some customers will not pay the amounts
charged. In such a case:
(a)

if customers bear the credit risk because the regulatory agreement
treats amounts uncollected as allowable in determining regulated rates
for a later future period, the entity shall include in its estimates of
future cash flows the cash it will collect in that later future period.

(b)

if the entity bears the credit risk, the entity shall estimate future cash
flows after deducting an estimate of the amounts it might not be able
to collect. As a result, the estimated amounts of those credit-riskadjusted future cash flows may be lower than the amounts the entity
will charge to customers, and consequently lower than the resulting
revenue, because IFRS 15 generally requires that revenue recognised is
not reduced by amounts that the entity might not be able to collect
from a customer.

An entity shall estimate uncertain future cash flows using whichever of the
following two methods the entity expects to better predict the cash flows:
(a)

the ‘most likely amount’ method—this method provides an estimate of
the single most likely amount in a range of possible outcomes (that is,
possible cash flow amounts). This method may better predict the
uncertain cash flows if the possible outcomes are clustered around one
outcome or if there are only two possible outcomes and they differ
widely.

(b)

the ‘expected value’ method—this method provides an estimate of the
sum of probability-weighted amounts in a range of possible outcomes.
This method may better predict the uncertain cash flows if there is a
wide range of more than two possible outcomes.

40

In assessing which of the methods described in paragraph 39 better predicts
the uncertain cash flows, an entity shall also assess whether a better
prediction will result from considering each regulatory asset and each
regulatory liability separately, or from considering any of them together with
other regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities.

41

An entity shall use one of the methods described in paragraph 39 for some
regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities and the other method for other
regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities if the entity expects that doing so
will better predict the cash flows.

42

After applying one of the methods described in paragraph 39 an entity shall
continue to apply that method until it has recovered the regulatory asset or
fulfilled the regulatory liability.

43

An entity’s estimates of future cash flows arising from a regulatory liability
shall not reflect the entity’s own non-performance risk.
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44

An entity shall apply IAS 10 Events after the Reporting Period in assessing whether
an event that occurred after the end of the reporting period provides evidence
of conditions that existed at that date. Consequently, estimates of future cash
flows shall not reflect changes in a regulatory agreement or related legislation
that occurred after the end of the reporting period because such changes do
not reflect the conditions that existed at the end of the reporting period.

Foreign currency amounts
45

If regulated rates are denominated in a foreign currency, an entity shall treat
any related regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities as monetary items when
applying IAS 21 The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates.

Discounting estimated future cash flows
46

An entity shall measure a regulatory asset or regulatory liability by
discounting to their present value the future cash flows estimated by
applying paragraphs 31–45.

47

The estimated future cash flows are discounted. Consequently, an entity shall
recognise regulatory interest income or regulatory interest expense over the
life of the related regulatory asset or regulatory liability (paragraphs B21–B27).

The discount rate
48

An entity shall use the regulatory interest rate for a regulatory asset or
regulatory liability as the discount rate for that regulatory asset or
regulatory liability, unless the regulatory interest rate for a regulatory
asset is insufficient. Paragraphs 50–52 prescribe how to determine whether
that rate is sufficient and what discount rate to use if it is insufficient.

49

At initial recognition of a regulatory asset or regulatory liability, if the
regulatory interest rate is also the discount rate, the present value of the
estimated future cash flows equals the sum of the estimated future cash flows
excluding the cash flows from regulatory interest. This result also holds in the
case of subsequent measurement if the regulatory interest rate is also the
discount rate and, in addition, the regulatory interest is recovered or fulfilled
in the same period in which it accrues.

The discount rate—assessing sufficiency
50

24

On initial recognition of a regulatory asset, an entity shall assess whether
there is any indication that the regulatory interest rate for a regulatory asset
may be insufficient to compensate the entity for the time value of money and
for uncertainty in the amount and timing of the future cash flows arising
from that regulatory asset. If the regulatory agreement changes the regulatory
interest rate subsequently (paragraph 58), the entity shall perform that
assessment again at the date of that subsequent change.
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52

53

If there are indications that the regulatory interest rate for a regulatory asset
may be insufficient to provide the compensation described in paragraph 50,
an entity shall estimate the minimum interest rate sufficient to provide that
compensation. In such cases, the entity shall use, as the discount rate, the
higher of:
(a)

the regulatory interest rate; and

(b)

that minimum interest rate.

There may be such indications if, for example, the regulatory interest rate
provided for a regulatory asset is lower than:
(a)

the regulatory interest rate provided for other regulatory assets in the
same currency and having a similar maturity profile and subject to
similar uncertainties; or

(b)

the interest rate on loans in the same currency and having a maturity
profile, credit risk, and terms and conditions similar to those of the
regulatory asset, after deducting any part of that interest rate intended
to recover the cost of servicing the loans and any estimated credit
losses already included in the estimated cash flows. Such loans could
be loans that the entity itself provides or other loans for which the
interest rate is readily observable.

This [draft] Standard does not require an entity to assess whether the
regulatory interest rate for a regulatory liability is sufficient. For a regulatory
liability, an entity shall use the regulatory interest rate as the discount rate in
all circumstances.

The discount rate—uneven regulatory interest rate
54

Sometimes a regulatory agreement provides or charges regulatory interest
unevenly by specifying at initial recognition of a regulatory asset or regulatory
liability a series of different regulatory interest rates for successive periods
over the life of that regulatory asset or regulatory liability. At initial
recognition of the regulatory asset or regulatory liability, an entity shall
translate those uneven regulatory interest rates into a single discount rate
that it shall use throughout the life of the regulatory asset or regulatory
liability. In determining that single discount rate, an entity shall not consider
possible future changes in the regulatory interest rate.

Subsequent measurement
55

In measuring a regulatory asset or regulatory liability after its initial
recognition, an entity shall at the end of each reporting period:
(a)

update the estimated amounts and timings of future cash flows
arising from the regulatory asset or regulatory liability to reflect
conditions existing at that date (paragraphs 56–57); and

(b)

continue to use the discount rate determined at initial recognition,
except as described in paragraph 58.
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56

57

58

26

An entity shall update the estimated future cash flows arising from a
regulatory asset or regulatory liability at the end of each reporting period to
reflect, for example:
(a)

recovery of part or all of the regulatory asset or fulfilment of part or all
of the regulatory liability;

(b)

accrual of regulatory interest not yet reflected in the regulated rates
charged to customers; and

(c)

any changes in estimates of the amount or timing of future cash flows
because of a change in facts and circumstances or because of new
information.

Changes in facts and circumstances or new information include but are not
limited to:
(a)

resolution of an uncertainty—for example, confirmation that the
entity has met or not met performance criteria or the outcome of court
rulings;

(b)

examinations or other actions by a regulator—for example:
(i)

the regulator’s agreement or disagreement with regulatory
filings made by the entity or by other entities; or

(ii)

the exercise of a cancellation option or the outcome of a
renewal process.

(c)

changes in the regulatory interest rate as described in paragraph 58;

(d)

changes in the regulatory agreement or in legislation; or

(e)

a change in the boundary of the regulatory agreement.

In some cases, a regulatory agreement changes the regulatory interest rate at
regular or irregular intervals, or in some other way specified in the regulatory
agreement (for example, by a link to a benchmark interest rate). A change in
the regulatory interest rate changes the cash flows arising from a regulatory
asset or regulatory liability. Consequently, when the regulatory interest rate
changes, an entity shall:
(a)

use the new regulatory interest rate to update the future cash flows
estimated by applying paragraphs 31–45; and

(b)

apply paragraphs 46–54 to determine the new discount rate as:
(i)

the new regulatory interest rate provided by the regulatory
agreement (if necessary, translated into a single discount rate
applying paragraph 54); but

(ii)

the new minimum interest rate determined by applying
paragraphs 50–52 to reflect conditions existing at the date of
the change in the regulatory interest rate, if that new
minimum interest rate is higher than the new regulatory
interest rate (for a regulatory asset only).
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Items affecting regulated rates only when related cash is
paid or received
59

In some cases, a regulatory asset or regulatory liability arises because a
regulatory agreement treats an item of expense or income as allowable or
chargeable in determining the regulated rates only once an entity pays or
receives the related cash, or soon after that, instead of when the entity
recognises that item as expense or income in its financial statements by
applying, for example, IAS 12 Income Taxes, IAS 19 Employee Benefits or IAS 37
Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets.

60

The cash flows arising from such a regulatory asset or regulatory liability are a
replica of the cash flows arising from the liability or asset relating to that item
of expense or income, except for the effect of any uncertainty present in the
regulatory asset or regulatory liability but not present in the related liability
or related asset. Examples of uncertainties that may not be present in the
related liability or related asset are demand risk and credit risk.

61

An entity shall measure the regulatory asset and regulatory liability
described in paragraphs 59–60 by:
(a)

using the measurement basis used in measuring the related liability
or related asset by applying IFRS Standards; and

(b)

adjusting the measurement of the regulatory asset or regulatory
liability to reflect any uncertainty present in it but not present in
the related liability or related asset.

62

For example, assume that an entity recognises a provision for environmental
clean-up costs and a corresponding expense by applying IAS 37, and the
regulatory agreement gives the entity the right to add those costs in
determining the regulated rates, but only once it pays the related cash.
Applying the requirements in paragraph 61, the entity recognises a regulatory
asset when it recognises the environmental clean-up provision and the related
expense. The entity measures the regulatory asset using the measurement
basis used for the related provision by applying IAS 37, adjusted for any
uncertainty present in the regulatory asset but not present in the related
provision.

63

In the cases described in paragraphs 59–60:
(a)

if the related liability or related asset is measured at present value, the
amount of cash paid or received includes implicitly both the
underlying expense or income and a finance component for the time
lag until that payment or receipt. Moreover, the regulatory agreement
does not identify regulatory interest as a separate part of the cash
flows arising from the regulatory asset or regulatory liability.
Consequently, the regulatory interest rate is not observable from the
regulatory agreement. In such cases, the measurement basis used for
the regulatory asset or regulatory liability determines the split
between cash flows from regulatory interest and all other cash flows
arising from the regulatory asset or regulatory liability. The regulatory
interest rate is implicit in that split.
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(b)

if the related liability or related asset is not measured at present value,
the regulatory interest rate is nil.

64

When paragraph 61 applies to a regulatory asset the regulatory interest rate
implicit in the measurement of the regulatory asset provides sufficient
compensation for the time value of money and for uncertainty in the amount
and timing of the future cash flows arising from that regulatory asset until
paragraph 66 applies. This is because the same rate is implicit or explicit in
the measurement of the related liability.

65

In determining the adjustment in paragraph 61(b), an entity shall consider the
effects of the uncertainty both on the estimated amount and timing of the
future cash flows (paragraph 39) and, if applicable, on the price for bearing
the risk that the amount or timing of the future cash flows may differ from
that estimate.

66

An entity shall cease applying paragraph 61 when the entity pays or receives
cash to settle the related liability or recover the related asset and from that
date shall measure any remaining part of the regulatory asset or regulatory
liability by applying paragraphs 31–58. If an entity derecognises the related
liability or related asset for any other reason, but part or all of the regulatory
asset or regulatory liability still exists, the entity shall measure the remaining
part by applying paragraphs 29–58.

Presentation
Statement(s) of financial performance
67

An entity shall present in its statement(s) of financial performance all
regulatory income minus all regulatory expense in a separate line item
immediately below revenue, except as required by paragraph 69.

68

Regulatory income includes regulatory interest income and regulatory
expense includes regulatory interest expense.

69

When an entity remeasures a regulatory asset or regulatory liability
applying paragraph 61, the entity shall present the resulting regulatory
income or regulatory expense in other comprehensive income to the extent
that the regulatory income or regulatory expense results from remeasuring
the related liability or related asset through other comprehensive income.

Statement of financial position
70

28

An entity shall present in its statement of financial position:
(a)

line items for regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities.

(b)

current and non-current regulatory assets, and current and noncurrent regulatory liabilities, as separate classifications by applying
paragraphs 66 and 69 of IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements,
except when the entity presents all assets and liabilities in order of
liquidity.
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An entity is permitted to offset regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities that
form separate units of account only if the entity:
(a)

has a legally enforceable right to offset those regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities by including them in the same regulated rate; and

(b)

expects to include the amounts resulting from the recovery or
fulfilment of those regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities in the
same regulated rate for goods or services supplied in the same future
period.

Disclosure
72

The overall objective of the requirements in paragraphs 74–85 is for an
entity to disclose in the notes information about regulatory income,
regulatory expense, regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities. This
information, together with all other information provided in the financial
statements, shall enable users of financial statements to understand:
(a)

the relationship between an entity’s revenue and expenses as
completely as would have been possible if the total allowed
compensation for the goods or services supplied had been fully
reflected in revenue in the period in which the entity supplied those
goods or services. That understanding will provide insights into the
entity’s prospects for future cash flows.

(b)

the entity’s regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities at the end of
the reporting period. That understanding will provide insights into
how regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities will affect the
amount, timing and uncertainty of the entity’s future cash flows.

73

The information described in paragraph 72(a) contributes to a better
understanding of the relationship between an entity’s revenue and expenses.
That understanding contributes to providing insights into the entity’s
prospects for future cash flows over many periods. In contrast, the
information described in paragraph 72(b) provides insights into a narrower set
of future cash flows—those that will arise from the regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities that exist at the end of the reporting period.

74

An entity shall determine the level of detail necessary to satisfy the overall
disclosure objective and the specific disclosure objectives in paragraphs 77, 79
and 82. If the information disclosed applying paragraphs 75–83 is insufficient
to meet the disclosure objectives, an entity shall disclose additional
information to satisfy those objectives.

75

An entity shall aggregate or disaggregate disclosures in a manner that does
not obscure useful information either by including a large amount of
insignificant detail or by aggregating items that have substantially different
characteristics. Items whose characteristics may differ substantially include:
(a)

items subject to substantially different risks or uncertainties; and
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(b)

items relating to the different revenue categories an entity discloses by
applying paragraph 114 of IFRS 15.

76

The appropriate level of aggregation or disaggregation may differ for different
pieces of information, and may depend on the nature of the information and
on the disclosure objective that information would contribute to meeting.

77

An entity shall disclose information that enables users of financial
statements to understand how the entity’s financial performance was
affected because part of the total allowed compensation for the goods or
services supplied in one period was (or will be) included in determining the
regulated rates, and hence included in revenue, for goods or services
supplied in a different period.

78

To achieve the objective in paragraph 77, an entity shall disclose in the notes
the following components of regulatory income or regulatory expense
included in profit or loss:
(a)

the part of the total allowed compensation for goods or services
supplied in the current period that will be included in revenue in
future periods (creating regulatory assets during the current period).

(b)

the amount included in revenue in the current period that will provide
part of the total allowed compensation for goods or services to be
supplied in future periods (creating regulatory liabilities during the
current period).

(c)

the amount included in revenue in the current period that provides
part of the total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied
in past periods (recovering regulatory assets during the current period).

(d)

the part of the total allowed compensation for goods or services
supplied in the current period that was included in revenue in past
periods (fulfilling regulatory liabilities during the current period).

(e)

regulatory interest income on regulatory assets and regulatory interest
expense on regulatory liabilities.

(f)

changes in the carrying amount of a regulatory asset or regulatory
liability caused by a change in the boundary of a regulatory agreement,
and the reasons for that change in the boundary.

(g)

remeasurements of regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities, and the
reasons for the remeasurements.

79

An entity shall disclose information that enables users of financial
statements to understand the entity’s regulatory assets and regulatory
liabilities at the end of the reporting period. That understanding will
provide insights into how regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities will
affect the amount, timing and uncertainty of the entity’s future cash flows.

80

To achieve the objective in paragraph 79, an entity shall disclose in the notes:
(a)

30

quantitative information, using time bands, about when it expects to
recover the regulatory assets and fulfil the regulatory liabilities.
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(b)

the discount rate or ranges of discount rates used in measuring
regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities at the end of the reporting
period.

(c)

the regulatory interest rate provided by the regulatory agreement for a
regulatory asset, if the entity uses the minimum interest rate as the
discount rate for that regulatory asset as a result of applying
paragraphs 50–53.

(d)

an explanation of how risks and uncertainties affect the recovery of
regulatory assets or fulfilment of regulatory liabilities.

In disclosing the information required by paragraph 80(a), an entity shall:
(a)

specify whether the amounts disclosed in the notes are undiscounted
or discounted.

(b)

use judgement to determine an appropriate number of time bands. For
example, an entity might determine appropriate time bands to be:
(i)

not later than one year;

(ii)

later than one year and not later than three years;

(iii)

later than three years and not later than five years; and

(iv)

later than five years.

82

An entity shall disclose information that enables users of financial
statements to understand any changes in regulatory assets and regulatory
liabilities that were not a consequence of regulatory income or regulatory
expense.

83

To achieve the objective in paragraph 82, an entity shall disclose in the notes a
reconciliation from the opening to the closing carrying amounts of regulatory
assets and regulatory liabilities.

Regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities measured
applying paragraph 61
84

In considering what information to disclose about regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities measured applying paragraph 61, and how to disclose
that information, an entity shall also consider what information to disclose
about the related liabilities and related assets and how to disclose the
information. Considering these matters together can help an entity explain
clearly that the cash flows arising from such regulatory assets and regulatory
liabilities are largely a replica of the cash flows arising from the related
liabilities and related assets and that the discount rates, risks and
remeasurements are largely the same.

85

For example, if a regulatory asset arises from pension costs and is measured
applying paragraph 61, an entity will need to consider how to disclose the
information required by this [draft] Standard and the information required by
IAS 19 in a manner that shows: how regulatory income or regulatory expense
includes amounts that counterbalance the effects of the pension costs
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recognised; how the regulatory asset counterbalances the risks in the pension
liability; and, if applicable, that the discount rate is the same for the
regulatory asset as for the pension liability.

32
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Appendix A
Defined terms
This appendix is an integral part of the [draft] IFRS Standard.
allowable expense

An expense, as defined in IFRS Standards, that a regulatory
agreement entitles an entity to recover by adding an amount in
determining a regulated rate.

chargeable income

An item of income, as defined in IFRS Standards, that the
regulatory agreement obliges an entity to deduct in
determining a regulated rate.

regulated rate
(for goods or services)

A price for goods or services, determined by a regulatory
agreement, that an entity charges its customers in the period
when it supplies those goods or services.

regulatory agreement

A set of enforceable rights and obligations that determine a
regulated rate to be applied in contracts with customers.

regulatory asset

An enforceable present right, created by a regulatory
agreement, to add an amount in determining a regulated rate
to be charged to customers in future periods because part of
the total allowed compensation for goods or services already
supplied will be included in revenue in the future.

regulatory interest
rate

The interest rate provided by a regulatory agreement to
compensate an entity for the time lag until recovery of a
regulatory asset or to charge the entity for the time lag until
fulfilment of a regulatory liability.

regulatory liability

An enforceable present obligation, created by a regulatory
agreement, to deduct an amount in determining a regulated
rate to be charged to customers in future periods because the
revenue already recognised includes an amount that will
provide part of the total allowed compensation for goods or
services to be supplied in the future.

total allowed
compensation
(for goods or services)

The full amount of compensation for goods or services supplied
that a regulatory agreement entitles an entity to charge
customers through the regulated rates, in either the period
when the entity supplies those goods or services or a different
period.

target profit

The profit that an entity is entitled to add in determining a
regulated rate.
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Appendix B
Application guidance
This appendix is an integral part of the [draft] IFRS Standard. It describes the application of
paragraphs 1–85 and has the same authority as the other parts of the [draft] IFRS Standard.
B1

This appendix provides application guidance on:
(a)

total allowed compensation (see paragraphs B2–B27);

(b)

the boundary of a regulatory agreement (see paragraphs B28–B40); and

(c)

interaction with other IFRS Standards (see paragraphs B41–B47).

Total allowed compensation
B2

Total allowed compensation comprises:
(a)

amounts that recover allowable expenses minus chargeable income (see
paragraphs B3–B9);

(b)

target profit (see paragraphs B10–B20); and

(c)

regulatory interest income and regulatory interest expense (see
paragraphs B21–B27).

Amounts that recover allowable expenses minus
chargeable income
B3

An allowable expense is an expense, as defined in IFRS Standards, that a
regulatory agreement entitles an entity to recover by adding an amount in
determining a regulated rate.

B4

If an expense is allowable under the terms of a regulatory agreement, that fact
establishes that the expense relates to the supply of goods or services in some
period. In applying this [draft] Standard, an entity shall treat that allowable
expense as relating to the supply of goods or services in the period when the
entity recognises the expense applying IFRS Standards. Thus, the amount that
recovers that allowable expense forms part of total allowed compensation for
goods or services supplied in that period. For example, if raw material costs
are an allowable expense, the amount that recovers that allowable expense
forms part of total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied in the
period when an entity consumes the raw materials and thus recognises that
consumption as an expense applying IAS 2 Inventories.

B5

The period when an entity recognises an allowable expense as an expense
applying IFRS Standards may differ from the period in which the entity adds
an amount that recovers the allowable expense in determining the regulated
rate. Such differences in timing give rise to regulatory assets or regulatory
liabilities—that is:
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(a)

if an entity has recognised an allowable expense as an expense by
applying IFRS Standards, but the amount that recovers that expense
has not yet been included in the regulated rates and so will be included
in revenue in the future, the difference in timing gives rise to a
regulatory asset; and

(b)

if revenue already recognised includes an amount that recovers part of
an allowable expense, but that allowable expense will be recognised as
an expense in the future by applying IFRS Standards, the difference in
timing gives rise to a regulatory liability.

B6

If an entity consumes an asset over two or more reporting periods in which
the entity supplies goods or services, and the cost of the asset is recoverable
under the terms of a regulatory agreement, the entity shall allocate that cost
in determining the total allowed compensation for the goods or services
supplied in each of those periods. In making this allocation, an entity shall use
the judgements and estimates it made in applying other IFRS Standards.

B7

For example, IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment specifies how to allocate the
depreciable amount of an item of plant on a systematic basis over its useful
life. If a regulatory agreement allows an entity to recover the cost of an asset
through the regulated rates charged to customers, the depreciation expense
recognised in a period, by applying IAS 16, is an allowable expense and the
amount that recovers that depreciation expense forms part of the total
allowed compensation for goods or services supplied in the same period. That
is the case even if, under the terms of the regulatory agreement, the recovery
of the depreciation expense occurs in a different period—for example, if the
regulatory agreement uses a longer or shorter period of recovery than the
asset’s useful life.

B8

In the example in paragraph B7, the remaining carrying amount of the item
of plant depicts the cost of the unconsumed portion of that item. Amounts
that recover this unconsumed portion will form part of the total allowed
compensation for goods or services in the future as the entity recognises
depreciation expense to depict the consumption of this portion.

B9

Some regulatory agreements may require an entity to deduct specified income
recognised by applying IFRS Standards in determining the regulated rate. This
[draft] Standard refers to such income as chargeable income. For example, an
entity may be required to deduct a gain on disposal of an item of plant in
determining the regulated rate charged to customers in a future period. If a
regulatory agreement treats income as chargeable, that fact establishes that
this income relates to the supply of goods or services in some period. In
applying this [draft] Standard, an entity shall treat the amount of that
chargeable income as reducing the total allowed compensation for the goods
or services supplied in the period in which the entity recognises the income by
applying IFRS Standards.
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Target profit
B10

Target profit that a regulatory agreement entitles an entity to add in
determining a regulated rate for goods or services supplied in a period forms
part of the total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied in the
same period, unless this section specifies a different treatment (see paragraphs
B12, B15 and B17).

B11

This section discusses the main components of target profit:
(a)

profit margins
paragraph B12);

that

vary

with

an

allowable

(b)

regulatory returns (see paragraphs B13–B15); and

(c)

performance incentives (see paragraphs B16–B20).

expense

(see

Profit margins that vary with an allowable expense
B12

In some cases, a regulatory agreement entitles an entity to recover the amount
of an allowable expense incurred plus a profit margin that varies with the
amount of the expense—for example, a fixed percentage mark-up on the
expense. This component of target profit forms part of the total allowed
compensation for goods or services supplied in the period when the entity
recognises the underlying allowable expense as an expense by applying IFRS
Standards.

Regulatory returns
B13

A significant component of an entity’s target profit often consists of
regulatory returns. Regulatory agreements typically determine the regulatory
return for a period by specifying a return rate and a base to which that return
rate applies. Common terms for such a base are ‘regulatory capital base’ or
‘regulatory asset base’, although other terms are also used. Some regulatory
agreements specify more than one base, each with its own return rate. The
items for which amounts are included in such a base are not necessarily
recognised as assets or liabilities applying IFRS Standards, and a regulatory
agreement does not necessarily measure assets or liabilities on the same basis
as IFRS Standards. For example, the regulatory capital base might measure
property, plant and equipment on a basis including an allocation of
administrative overheads recognised as an expense by applying IAS 16, or
including an inflation adjustment not reflected in an entity’s financial
statements prepared by applying IFRS Standards.

B14

Applying the guidance for target profit set out in paragraph B10, if the
regulatory agreement entitles an entity to add regulatory returns in
determining a regulated rate for goods or services supplied in a period, those
regulatory returns form part of the total allowed compensation for goods or
services supplied in the same period, except as specified in paragraph B15.

B15

Sometimes a regulatory return includes an amount determined by applying a
specified return rate to a base containing a balance relating to an asset not yet
available for use. That balance might be a separate base or part of a larger
base. The return on that balance shall not be treated as forming part of the
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total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied before the asset is
available for use. Once the asset is available for use, the return on that balance
forms part of total allowed compensation for goods or services supplied over
the remaining periods in which the entity recovers the carrying amount of the
asset through the regulated rates. An entity shall use a reasonable and
supportable basis in determining how to allocate the return on that balance
over those remaining periods and shall apply that basis consistently.

Performance incentives
B16

A regulatory agreement may provide an entity with various performance
incentives to reward it for meeting performance criteria, or to penalise it for
failing to meet performance criteria. These criteria could include, for example,
targeted levels of service quality, reliability, or customer satisfaction, or may
relate to the entity’s performance in constructing an item of property, plant
or equipment.

B17

Amounts relating to a performance incentive form part of or reduce the total
allowed compensation for goods or services supplied in the period in which
the entity’s performance gives rise to the incentive. To determine what that
period is, the entity shall consider the regulatory agreement’s terms relating
to the performance incentive, together with other facts and circumstances.

B18

Applying the guidance in paragraph B17, if the performance criteria test only
an entity’s performance of construction work, the performance incentive
forms part of or reduces the total allowed compensation for goods or services
supplied in the period in which that performance occurs. If the performance
criteria test the performance of construction work but are also fully or partly
conditional on the entity’s performance when it subsequently supplies goods
or services to customers using the asset being constructed, the conditional
part of the performance incentive forms part of or reduces the total allowed
compensation for those goods or services.

B19

If the performance criteria test an entity’s performance over a time frame that
is not yet complete, the entity shall estimate the amount of the performance
incentive and determine the portion of that estimated amount that relates to
the reporting period. That portion forms part of or reduces the total allowed
compensation for the goods or services supplied in the reporting period. If, for
example, an entity uses the ‘most likely amount’ method (paragraph 39) to
estimate the amount of the performance incentive, and assesses that it is most
likely that the entity will meet the performance criteria, the portion of the
estimated amount of the performance incentive that relates to the reporting
period forms part of the total allowed compensation for the goods or services
supplied in the reporting period. An entity shall use a reasonable and
supportable basis in determining that portion and shall apply that basis
consistently.

B20

The regulatory agreement may determine a performance incentive (that is, a
bonus or penalty) in several ways. For example, a bonus or penalty may be a
fixed monetary amount (such as CU100), a formula (such as 1% of the
amounts charged to customers during a specified period), or an increment or
decrement to the return rate (such as an additional 1%) applied by the
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regulatory agreement to a base for a specified period. Regardless of how a
regulatory agreement determines the bonus or penalty, an entity shall
estimate its monetary amount and use that monetary amount as an input in
accounting for that bonus or penalty.

Regulatory interest income and regulatory interest
expense
B21

Regulatory interest compensates or charges an entity for the time lag until
recovery of a regulatory asset or fulfilment of a regulatory liability:
(a)

a regulatory asset arises because part of the total allowed
compensation for goods or services already supplied will be added in
determining regulated rates in the future. Regulatory interest income
is the component of total allowed compensation that compensates the
entity for the time lag until it recovers the regulatory asset.

(b)

a regulatory liability arises because revenue already recognised
includes an amount that will provide part of the total allowed
compensation for goods or services to be supplied in the future.
Regulatory interest expense is the (negative) component of the total
allowed compensation that charges the entity for the time lag until it
fulfils the regulatory liability.

B22

The present value of the estimated future cash flows included in measuring a
regulatory asset or regulatory liability changes because of the passage of time.
This effect is sometimes called the ‘unwinding of the discount’. As the
discount unwinds, an entity shall recognise regulatory interest income on a
regulatory asset and regulatory interest expense on a regulatory liability.

B23

Sometimes, a regulatory agreement treats a regulatory asset or regulatory
liability as a separate base and applies a regulatory interest rate to that base to
determine the regulatory interest for that item. Such an approach is often
applied to short-term and medium-term regulatory assets or regulatory
liabilities, such as those arising from variances in input cost prices.

B24

In other cases, a regulatory agreement does not identify a regulatory asset or
regulatory liability separately. Instead, the regulatory asset or regulatory
liability forms part of a larger base, such as the regulatory capital base, and
the regulatory agreement applies a return rate to the whole of that larger
base. In such cases, that rate is the regulatory interest rate applied to that
regulatory asset or regulatory liability. The larger base can be regarded as
having three components: regulatory assets, regulatory liabilities and all other
components of the larger base. Accordingly, the regulatory return provided on
the larger base also has three components: regulatory interest income on
those regulatory assets, regulatory interest expense on those regulatory
liabilities and regulatory return on the rest of the larger base.

B25

An example illustrates the analysis set out in paragraph B24. A regulatory
agreement provides for each period a return rate of 8% on the outstanding
balance of the regulatory capital base at the beginning of that period. That
outstanding balance at the start of the current period is CU1,000 and thus the
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regulatory agreement entitles the entity to add a regulatory return of CU80 in
determining regulated rates for goods or services supplied to customers
during the current period. The outstanding balance of CU1,000:

B26

B27

(a)

includes overheads of CU150 that were ineligible for capitalisation
applying IAS 16 and so were recognised as an expense when incurred.
The entity recognises its resulting right to increase future regulated
rates as a regulatory asset.

(b)

was determined by the regulatory agreement without adding an
amount of CU250 that was charged to customers in advance to fund
construction of an item of plant. The entity recognises its resulting
obligation to decrease future regulated rates as a regulatory liability.

The regulatory capital base of CU1,000 can be regarded as having three
components—a regulatory asset arising from the overheads of CU150, a
regulatory liability arising from the advance funding from customers of
CU250, and a remaining component of CU1,100. Consequently, the regulatory
return of CU80 (CU1,000 × 8%) on the outstanding regulatory capital base
consists of:
(a)

regulatory interest income of CU12 on the regulatory asset
(CU150 × 8%);

(b)

regulatory interest expense of CU20 on the regulatory liability
(CU250 × 8%); and

(c)

regulatory return of CU88 on the rest of the regulatory capital base
(CU1,100 × 8%).

If an entity has measured a regulatory asset or regulatory liability by applying
paragraph 61, the regulatory interest rate is implicit in the measurement of
the regulatory asset or regulatory liability (paragraph 63).

Boundary of a regulatory agreement
B28

B29

The boundary of a regulatory agreement determines which estimated future
cash flows an entity includes in measuring a regulatory asset or regulatory
liability (paragraphs 33–34). The boundary of a regulatory agreement is the
latest future date at which an entity has:
(a)

an enforceable present right to recover a regulatory asset by increasing
the regulated rate to be charged to customers; or

(b)

an enforceable present obligation to fulfil a regulatory liability by
decreasing the regulated rate to be charged to customers.

To illustrate the discussion in paragraph B28, assume that in 20X1 an entity
incurred an input cost variance of CU100 that the entity cannot recover until
20X3. Assume also that the entity assessed at the end of 20X1 that it does not
have an enforceable present right to increase regulated rates after the end of
20X2 to recover that variance. Thus, at the end of 20X1 the boundary of the
regulatory agreement was the end of 20X2. Because the cash flows that could
result from recovering that variance fall beyond the boundary of the
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regulatory agreement, the entity cannot include those cash flows in the
measurement of any regulatory asset at the end of 20X1.
B30

An entity’s present right to increase the regulated rate at a future date is
enforceable only if:
(a)

the regulatory agreement gives the entity the present right to supply
goods or services at that future date; and

(b)

no party apart from the entity has a right to cancel the regulatory
agreement before that date without arranging compensation for the
entity to recover its regulatory asset.

B31

Sometimes an entity has an enforceable right to renew a regulatory
agreement. Such a right can give the entity a present right to supply goods or
services at a future date covered by that renewal if no other party has an
enforceable right to prevent the renewal without arranging compensation for
the entity to recover its regulatory asset.

B32

An entity’s present obligation to decrease the regulated rate at a future date is
enforceable only if:
(a)

the regulatory agreement imposes upon the entity a present obligation
to supply goods or services at that future date; and

(b)

the entity has no right to cancel the regulatory agreement before that
date without compensating another party (for example, an incoming
supplier) that will fulfil the regulatory liability.

B33

The boundary of a regulatory agreement can be affected by a right to renew
the regulatory agreement or a right to cancel it. In assessing whether such a
right affects the boundary of the regulatory agreement, an entity shall
disregard a right held by any party if there are no circumstances in which that
party has the practical ability to exercise that right.

B34

The holder of a right may not have the practical ability to exercise the right if,
for example:
(a)

the economic consequences of exercising the right are significantly
more adverse for the holder than the consequences of not exercising it;

(b)

exercising a right held by an entity would lead to that entity being
liquidated or ceasing to trade; or

(c)

exercising a right held by a regulator would lead to major disruption in
the provision of an essential public service.

Compensation for cancellation of a regulatory agreement
B35

40

In some cases, a regulator or an entity has a right to cancel a regulatory
agreement, but the regulatory agreement requires the regulator or the entity
to provide or arrange compensation for regulatory assets that have not yet
been recovered or for regulatory liabilities that have not yet been fulfilled. For
example, the regulator, the entity or an incoming supplier of goods or services
may be required to make a balancing payment.
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B36

To the extent that the amounts of receipts or payments of such compensation
depend solely on the monetary amount of unrecovered regulatory assets or
unfulfilled regulatory liabilities, they are cash flows within the boundary of
the regulatory agreement.

B37

If the cash flows arising from unrecovered regulatory assets or unfulfilled
regulatory liabilities would differ depending on whether the regulatory
agreement continues or is cancelled, the cash flows are uncertain and an
entity shall apply the requirements in paragraph 39. For example, assume that
the probability of cancellation is 10% and a regulatory agreement specifies
that on cancellation the entity would receive compensation of CU90 for a
regulatory asset with a carrying amount of CU100. Applying paragraph 39, the
entity would conclude that the most likely amount is CU100 and the expected
value is CU99. The entity would use whichever of these two estimates better
predicts the future cash flows.

B38

If a cancellation right has been exercised so that a right to receive cash or
obligation to pay cash has arisen, that right or obligation is a financial asset or
financial liability. In such a case, the entity shall derecognise the part of the
regulatory asset or regulatory liability that no longer exists, and recognise and
measure the financial asset or financial liability by applying other IFRS
Standards, recognising any resulting difference in profit or loss.

Reassessment of and changes to the boundary
B39

At the end of each reporting period an entity shall reassess the boundary of a
regulatory agreement, considering all changes in facts and circumstances.

B40

If this reassessment brings any additional cash inflows or cash outflows
within the boundary of a regulatory agreement, the entity shall update the
carrying amount of regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities accordingly. Such
updates could result from recognising new regulatory assets or regulatory
liabilities or from remeasuring regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities
already recognised. Paragraph 78(f) requires an entity to disclose changes in
the carrying amount of a regulatory asset or regulatory liability caused by a
change in the boundary of a regulatory agreement, and the reasons for that
change in the boundary. Paragraph 78(f) does not require an entity to specify
whether the effect of that change should be viewed as the recognition of a
new regulatory asset or regulatory liability, or the remeasurement of an
existing regulatory asset or regulatory liability because making such a
distinction would have no practical consequence.
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Interaction with other IFRS Standards
IAS 12 Income Taxes
B41

B42

Paragraphs B42–B46 discuss:
(a)

regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities that arise when the regulated
rates do not yet fully reflect current tax expense (income), or when an
entity has a deferred tax liability or a deferred tax asset (paragraphs
B42–B43);

(b)

deferred tax liabilities or deferred tax assets resulting from a
regulatory asset or regulatory liability (paragraph B44); and

(c)

how income taxes affect the measurement of regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities (paragraphs B45–B46).

Tax expense is typically an allowable expense and tax income is typically
chargeable income. In some cases, the regulated rate for a specified period
does not include all of the current and deferred tax effects of transactions
occurring during that period. For example, a regulatory agreement may
determine regulated rates on a basis that:
(a)

includes an estimate of the current tax expense (income), with any
variance between estimated and actual amounts being added or
deducted when determining regulated rates in future periods; or

(b)

does not include deferred tax expense (income).

B43

Applying this [draft] Standard in such cases, an entity shall recognise a
regulatory asset or a regulatory liability if some or all of the current and
deferred tax effects of transactions in the current period will affect the
regulated rates in future periods, or affected the regulated rates in earlier
periods.

B44

The tax base of a regulatory asset or regulatory liability is typically nil.
Consequently, the recognition of a regulatory asset or regulatory liability
typically gives rise to the recognition of a deferred tax liability or deferred tax
asset in accordance with IAS 12. However, before applying IAS 12, an entity
shall assess how income taxes affect the measurement of regulatory assets and
regulatory liabilities (paragraphs B45–B46).

B45

In estimating the future cash flows arising from a regulatory asset or a
regulatory liability, an entity shall consider the effect of amounts it is entitled
to add in determining future regulated rates as a result of paying any income
taxes as it recovers the regulatory asset, or that it is obliged to deduct in
determining future regulated rates as a result of recovering any income taxes
as it fulfils the regulatory liability.

B46

For example, assume that an entity has a regulatory asset arising because a
performance incentive (bonus) of CU60 has not yet been included in
determining the regulated rates, that the tax rate is 40%, and that the
regulatory agreement allows all tax cash flows to be included ultimately in
determining the regulated rates. In the future periods in which the bonus is
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included in determining regulated rates, the entity will include an amount of
CU100 which will provide the entity with a net tax cash inflow of CU60 after
the income tax cash outflow of CU40 (CU100 × 40%). Consequently, in
measuring its regulatory assets, the entity includes the cash flows arising
from its right to recover both the bonus (CU60) and the income tax (CU40
(CU60 × 40 ÷ 60)) that will result from recovering that bonus. Thus, the
measurement of the regulatory assets reflects pre-tax cash inflows of CU100.
The resulting income tax cash outflows of CU40 (CU100 × 40%) are reflected in
the measurement of the resulting deferred tax liability.

IFRIC 12 Service Concession Arrangements
B47

IFRIC 12 applies to a public-to-private service concession arrangement if the
grantor controls or regulates the price at which the operator must provide
services, and if other specified conditions are met. Accordingly, some
arrangements within the scope of IFRIC 12 may create regulatory assets or
regulatory liabilities within the scope of this [draft] Standard. An entity shall
account for those regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities separately from the
assets and liabilities within the scope of IFRIC 12.
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Appendix C
Effective date and transition
This appendix is an integral part of the [draft] IFRS Standard.

Effective date
C1

An entity shall apply this [draft] Standard for annual reporting periods
beginning on or after [18–24 months from the date of publication]. Earlier
application is permitted. If an entity applies this [draft] Standard earlier, it
shall disclose that fact.

Transition
C2

For the requirements in paragraphs C3–C4:
(a)

the date of initial application is the beginning of the annual reporting
period in which an entity first applies this [draft] Standard.

(b)

the date of transition is the beginning of the earliest annual reporting
period presented in the financial statements for the annual reporting
period that includes the date of initial application.

(c)

a past business combination is a business combination for which the
acquisition date is before the date of transition.

C3

An entity shall apply this [draft] Standard retrospectively in accordance with
IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors, except as
permitted in paragraph C4.

C4

An entity may elect not to apply this [draft] Standard retrospectively to a past
business combination. If an entity makes this election, it shall at the date of
transition:
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(a)

apply the election to all of its past business combinations.

(b)

apply the requirements in subparagraphs (c)–(g) separately to each past
business combination.

(c)

recognise and measure, applying this [draft] Standard, all regulatory
assets acquired, and all regulatory liabilities assumed, in a past
business combination, which still exist at the date of transition.

(d)

derecognise all items (such as some regulatory balances) that were
recognised as assets or liabilities in that past business combination but
would not have been recognised if the [draft] Standard had always been
applied.

(e)

recognise any deferred tax effects of the adjustments described in
subparagraphs (c)–(d).

(f)

adjust the carrying amount of non-controlling interests from that past
business combination remaining at the date of transition for their
proportionate share of the net amount of the adjustments described in
subparagraphs (c)–(e), if the entity measured those non-controlling
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interests at their proportionate share in the recognised amounts of the
acquiree’s identifiable net assets, rather than at fair value.
(g)

adjust the carrying amount of goodwill still remaining from that past
business combination for the net amount of the adjustments described
in subparagraphs (c)–(f). If that adjustment reduces the carrying
amount of goodwill to nil, the entity shall recognise any remaining
amount of adjustment in retained earnings or, if appropriate, another
category of equity.

Withdrawal of other IFRS Standards
C5

This [draft] Standard supersedes IFRS 14 Regulatory Deferral Accounts.
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Appendix D
[Draft] Amendments to other IFRS Standards
This appendix sets out [draft] amendments to other IFRS Standards. An entity shall apply the
amendments when it applies [draft] IFRS X.

IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting
Standards
Paragraph 39V is deleted. Deleted text is struck through. New text is underlined.

Effective date
...
39V

[Deleted] IFRS 14 Regulatory Deferral Accounts, issued in January 2014, amended
paragraph D8B. An entity shall apply that amendment for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2016. Earlier application is permitted. If an
entity applies IFRS 14 for an earlier period, the amendment shall be applied
for that earlier period.

In Appendix C, paragraph C4 is amended. Deleted text is struck through. New text is
underlined.
C4

If a first-time adopter does not apply IFRS 3 retrospectively to a past business
combination, this has the following consequences for that business
combination:
...
(c)

The first-time adopter shall exclude from its opening IFRS statement of
financial position any item recognised in accordance with previous
GAAP that does not qualify for recognition as an asset or liability
under IFRSs. The first-time adopter shall account for the resulting
change as follows:
(i)

the first-time adopter may have classified a past business
combination as an acquisition and recognised as an intangible
asset an item that does not qualify for recognition as an asset in
accordance with IAS 38 Intangible Assets. It shall reclassify that
item (and, if any, the related deferred tax and non-controlling
interests) as part of goodwill (unless it deducted goodwill
directly from equity in accordance with previous GAAP, see (g)
(i) and (i) below). A first-time adopter shall apply the same
treatment to a regulatory balance that is not a regulatory asset
as defined in [draft] IFRS X Regulatory Assets and Regulatory
Liabilities but arises if a regulatory agreement allows goodwill to
be included in the regulated rates to be charged to customers in
the future.

...
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(g)

The carrying amount of goodwill in the opening IFRS statement of
financial position shall be its carrying amount in accordance with
previous GAAP at the date of transition to IFRSs, after the following
two adjustments:
(i)

The If required by (c)(i) above, the first-time adopter shall
increase the carrying amount of goodwill when it reclassifies
the items described in (c)(i) an item that it recognised as an
intangible asset in accordance with previous GAAP. Similarly, if
(f) above requires the first-time adopter to recognise an
intangible asset that was subsumed in recognised goodwill in
accordance with previous GAAP, the first-time adopter shall
decrease the carrying amount of goodwill accordingly (and, if
applicable, adjust deferred tax and non-controlling interests).

In Appendix D, paragraph D8B is amended. Deleted text is struck through. New text is
underlined.

Deemed cost
...
D8B

Some entities hold items of property, plant and equipment, right-of-use assets
or intangible assets that are used, or were previously used, in operations
subject to a regulatory agreement that is capable of creating regulatory assets
or regulatory liabilities within the scope of [draft] IFRS X Regulatory Assets and
Regulatory Liabilities rate regulation. The carrying amount of such items might
include amounts that were determined under previous GAAP but do not
qualify for capitalisation in accordance with IFRSs. If this is the case, a
first-time adopter may elect to use the previous GAAP carrying amount of
such an item at the date of transition to IFRSs as deemed cost. If an entity
applies this exemption to an item, it need not apply it to all items. At the date
of transition to IFRSs, an entity shall test for impairment in accordance with
IAS 36 each item for which this exemption is used. For the purposes of this
paragraph, operations are subject to rate regulation if they are governed by a
framework for establishing the prices that can be charged to customers for
goods or services and that framework is subject to oversight and/or approval
by a rate regulator (as defined in IFRS 14 Regulatory Deferral Accounts).

IFRS 3 Business Combinations
Paragraph 28C and a heading above that paragraph are added. New text is underlined.

Exceptions to both the recognition and measurement principles
...
Regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities
28C

The acquirer shall recognise and measure all regulatory assets acquired and
regulatory liabilities assumed in a business combination in accordance with
[draft] IFRS X Regulatory Assets and Regulatory Liabilities.
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IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued
Operations
Paragraph 5 is amended. New text is underlined.

Scope
...
5

The measurement provisions of this IFRS do not apply to the following assets,
which are covered by the IFRSs listed, either as individual assets or as part of
a disposal group:
...
(g)

regulatory assets ([draft] IFRS X Regulatory Assets and Regulatory
Liabilities).

IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements
Paragraphs 54 and 82 are amended. New text is underlined.

Information to be presented in the statement of financial position
54

The statement of financial position shall include line items that present the
following amounts:
...
(da)

portfolios of contracts within the scope of IFRS 17 that are assets,
disaggregated as required by paragraph 78 of IFRS 17;

(db)

regulatory assets as defined in [draft] IFRS X Regulatory Assets and
Regulatory Liabilities;

...
(ma)

portfolios of contracts within the scope of IFRS 17 that are
liabilities, disaggregated as required by paragraph 78 of IFRS 17;

(mb)

regulatory liabilities as defined in [draft] IFRS X;

...

Information to be presented in the profit or loss section or the
statement of profit or loss
82

In addition to items required by other IFRSs, the profit or loss section or
the statement of profit or loss shall include line items that present the
following amounts for the period:
(a)

48

revenue, presenting separately:
(i)

interest revenue calculated using the effective interest
method; and

(ii)

insurance revenue (see IFRS 17);
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(aza)

regulatory income or regulatory expense (see [draft] IFRS X);

(aa)

gains and losses arising from the derecognition of financial assets
measured at amortised cost;

...

IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and
Errors
The footnote to paragraph 11(b), paragraph 54G and the footnote to paragraph 54G are
deleted. Deleted text is struck through. New text is underlined. The Board would also
delete the related paragraphs BC38–BC40 of the Basis for Conclusions on IAS 8. These
paragraphs are not reproduced here.

Selection and application of accounting policies
...
11

In making the judgement described in paragraph 10, management shall
refer to, and consider the applicability of, the following sources in
descending order:
...
(b)

*

the definitions, recognition criteria and measurement concepts for
assets, liabilities, income and expenses in the Conceptual Framework
for Financial Reporting (Conceptual Framework).*

Paragraph 54G explains how this requirement is amended for regulatory
account balances.
...

Effective date and transition
...
54G

[Deleted] If an entity does not apply IFRS 14 Regulatory Deferral Accounts, the
entity shall, in applying paragraph 11(b) to regulatory account balances,
continue to refer to, and consider the applicability of, the definitions,
recognition criteria, and measurement concepts in the Framework for the
Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements* instead of those in
the Conceptual Framework. A regulatory account balance is the balance of any
expense (or income) account that is not recognised as an asset or a liability in
accordance with other applicable IFRS Standards but is included, or is
expected to be included, by the rate regulator in establishing the rate(s) that
can be charged to customers. A rate regulator is an authorised body that is
empowered by statute or regulation to establish the rate or a range of rates
that bind an entity. The rate regulator may be a third-party body or a related
party of the entity, including the entity’s own governing board, if that body is
required by statute or regulation to set rates both in the interest of the
customers and to ensure the overall financial viability of the entity.
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*

The reference is to the IASC’s Framework for the Preparation and Presentation
of Financial Statements adopted by the Board in 2001.

IAS 36 Impairment of Assets
Paragraphs 2, 43 and 79 are amended. Deleted text is struck through. New text is
underlined.

Scope
2

This Standard shall be applied in accounting for the impairment of all
assets, other than:
...
(h)

contracts within the scope of IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts that are
assets and any assets for insurance acquisition cash flows as defined
in IFRS 17; and

(i)

non-current assets (or disposal groups) classified as held for sale in
accordance with IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and
Discontinued Operations.; and

(j)

regulatory assets (see [draft] IFRS X Regulatory Assets and Regulatory
Liabilities).

...

Composition of estimates of future cash flows
...
43

To avoid double-counting, estimates of future cash flows do not include:
(a)

cash inflows from assets that generate cash inflows that are largely
independent of the cash inflows from the asset under review (for
example, financial assets such as receivables, and regulatory assets);
and

(b)

cash outflows that relate to obligations that have been recognised as
liabilities (for example, payables, pensions, or provisions and
regulatory liabilities).

...

Recoverable amount and carrying amount of a
cash-generating unit
...
79

50

For practical reasons, the recoverable amount of a cash-generating unit is
sometimes determined after consideration of assets that are not part of the
cash-generating unit (for example, receivables or other financial assets, and
regulatory assets) or liabilities that have been recognised (for example,
payables, pensions, and other provisions and regulatory liabilities). In such
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cases, the carrying amount of the cash-generating unit is increased by the
carrying amount of those assets and decreased by the carrying amount of
those liabilities.
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Approval by the Board of Exposure Draft Regulatory Assets and
Regulatory Liabilities published in January 2021
The Exposure Draft Regulatory Assets and Regulatory Liabilities was approved for publication
by 10 of 13 members of the International Accounting Standards Board (Board). Ms Tokar
voted against its publication. Her alternative view is set out after the Basis for
Conclusions. Messrs Gast and Mackenzie abstained from voting in view of their recent
appointment to the Board.
Hans Hoogervorst
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